Budget stays constant (continued from page 2)

Budget freezes, FinBoard member and Technology Community Association president.

With the continued budget freezes, FinBoard has been assisting activities in finding alternate funding sources. Some groups have received funds from the Council for the Arts, the Independent Activities Period Committee, and the Activities Development Board. "We're trying to build links with other funding agencies," said Tahil.

FinBoard has suggested that academic-related activities seek funding from Institute departments. In many cases, though, "departments have either frozen their funding or the students have been getting a run-around," noted Tahil. "We have to tell these people, 'yes, you can get funding.'"

FinBoard's role extends beyond financing student activities to help student groups manage their finances and publicize their events. "We can offer advice to student groups and we have very knowledgeable people on the board," said Tahil. Each group funded by FinBoard has a member from the Board assigned to it as a liaison.

"We don't deal in money, we deal in ideas; we just have the money to back up our ideas," added Tahil, describing the function of the board.

Members of FinBoard will meet tomorrow at 7pm in Student Center Room 400 to discuss and approve next year's budget and to elect new officers and members.

Announcements

The MIT Community Players will hold auditions Wednesday, March 11 and Thursday, March 12 in Room 39-400 for their spring production of Reunion by David Mamet. Questions? Call Ralf Arian 225-7118.

All people who put books for sale at the APO Book Exchange should come to the APO office and claim unsold books and/or checks.

The 18th edition of Serials and Journals in the MIT Libraries (published semiannually) is now available. This microfiche listing of over 18,000 titles includes information on holdings, dates, call numbers and title changes. The list is available to members of the MIT community for $3.00; to others the cost is $5.00. Serials and Journals in the MIT Libraries may be obtained from the Office of the Assistant Director for Public Services, x3-5655.

The Graduate School Office is seeking cooperation in identifying graduate student candidates for the Goodwin Medal. The essential qualification for this award is "to recognize a conspicuously effective young teacher who is also a graduate student." The Goodwin Medalist is a young man or woman who, as a graduate student-teacher, has established a place of distinction in the opinion of his or her colleagues, students and faculty. Nomination forms should be returned to the Office of the Dean of the Graduate School, Room 136, by Friday, April 3, 1981.

Annie Fausto-Stirling of Brown University will discuss Women and Biology: Scientific Fantasies, Political Fads on March 12 at 4pm in the Cheney Room (J-310).

We FLY the MOST SOPHISTICATED AIRCRAFT . . .

from the Decks of the WORLD'S MOST SOPHISTICATED NUCLEAR POWERED SHIPS.

Shugart Associates

Electronic Engineers

Analog/Digital, Microprocessors

Mechanical Engineers

Small Mechanism Design/Development

The company is dynamic, the growth opportunities are simply great. That's the only way to describe Shugart Associates in Sunnyvale, the phenomenal leader in Rotating Memory Systems. If you're ready to kick off your career in this type of environment, then sign up now in the Career Planning and Placement Center. We are proud to be an affirmative action employer m/f.